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Abstract—During package manufacturing process, open de-
fects of power bumps may cause insufficient power supply and
degrade the power network yield. This work presents a redundant
power bump insertion method to ensure power integrity by
considering the power bump yields. The proposed method can
efficiently assign redundant bumps by accurately estimating the
location of worst load yield and minimizing the amounts of
redundant bumps to enhance the power network yield.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the advancement of very large scale integrated (VLSI)

techniques, the power density surging in modern designs is

more important than the past. Hence, a reliable power supply

network is needed. However, there have been lots of issues

such as bridging, insufficient solder, random solder bumps,

etc., in the electric package process. They can influence the

stability or even cause failures of the power supply network.

The flip-chip package technique illustrated in Fig. 1 consumes

a small package size and is usually used for designing high

performance chips. In the flip-chip package, controlled col-

lapse chip connection (C4) solder bumps are placed throughout

chip area to connect the chip and the package substrate. Some

of them are used as power bumps to deliver the reliable

supply voltage from the substrate to the chip for lowering

the IR-drop of power network and making sure a chip can

operate successfully. References [1] and [2] discussed the

locality characteristic of power delivery network that a power

bump can effectively provide voltage supply only for the

current loads around its nearby region. This is an important

characteristic while designing a power network.

Fig. 1. Flip-chip package.

Most of existing power-bump placement works focus on

using small quantities of bumps to meet the requirements

of power supply network [3]–[7]. References [3] and [4]

applied the mixed integer linear programming to optimize the

power-bump placement. Zhong and Wong used the simulated

annealing method to move power bumps to better locations

that can improve the worst voltage drop and unify the voltage

deviation of the power grid [5]. References [6] and [7]

proposed the efficient force-directed methods to redistribute

bumps for reducing the global IR-drop values.

All the above methods did not take the issue of power bump

defects into consideration. However, the package manufactur-

ing process can affect the solder bump yield. The bonding

yield of a usable bump is from 95% to 100% in modern

integrated circuits [8]. Though using less number of bumps for

power supply can lower the chip cost, the function of a bump

may be failed owing to the open defect during the package

manufacturing process, and, consequently, insufficient power

supply might result in functional failure and yield issues.

Recently, Logan and Guthaus considered the single-bump

failure problem and added redundant bumps to a designed

power network for ensuring robust power grid delivery [9].

However, practically, bump defects might be multi-bump fail-

ures. Hence, only taking the single-bump failure into consider-

ation can lead to ineffectively insert redundant power bumps.

This work develops a yield-driven redundant power bump

insertion method by considering multi-bump failures to en-

hance the robustness of a designed power network. First,

utilizing the solder bump yield model [10] and the locality

characteristic of power grid, we efficiently estimate the prob-

ability that a device can get enough power supply to operate

correctly, and we name it the load yield. Second , we apply

a heuristic algorithm to assign redundant bumps to the worst

load yield region. Finally, we locally update the load yields

influenced by the added bumps and add redundant bumps

repeatedly until the worst load yield is larger than a specified

threshold. This method not only makes the assignment of

redundant bumps more accurate, but also uses less redundant

power bumps to enhance the robustness of power network.

We organize this work as follows. First, Section II in-

troduces the solder bump yield model and the yield-driven

redundant power bump assignment problem. Then, Section III

details the proposed method. Finally, Section IV shows the

experimental results, and Section V concludes this work.

II. BUMP YIELD MODEL & PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. Solder Bump Yield Model [10]

We utilize the solder bump yield model shown in [10] to

calculate the power bump yield. Here, we consider the solder

bumps that are used for power bumps. As shown in Fig. 2, for a

power bump, if the sum of its height and package substrate pad

height is greater than the standoff height, the bump will form

a successful interconnect. The standoff height is the distance
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Fig. 3. (a) Power network structure. (b) Equivalent circuit of power network .

Fig. 2. Solder bump yield model [10].

between the chip and the package substrate. The power bump
yield is defined to be the probability that a power bump can

form a successful interconnect, and the power bump yield of

the i-th power bump at position (xc,i, yc,i) is represented as

Yv,i(hb,i, hp,i, hs,i) = P (hb,i + hp,i ≥ hs,i), (1)

where hb,i, hp,i, and hs,i are the bump height, package

substrate pad height, and standoff height at (xc,i, yc,i), re-

spectively.

As a large number of chips are assembled, each bump height

and each substrate pad height can be approximated as random

variables with normal distribution [10]. Because the sum of

bump height and substrate pad height is also a random variable

of normal distribution, (1) can be rewritten as

Yv,i(hs,i) = 1− Φ(
hs,i − μv,i

σv,i
), (2)

where Φ(·) is the cumulative normal distribution function,

μv,i = μhb,i
+ μhp,i

, σv,i =
√

σ2
hb,i

+ σ2
hp,i

, μhb,i
and σhb,i

are the mean and the standard deviation of hb,i, respectively,

and μhp,i
and σhp,i

are the mean and the standard deviation

of hp,i, respectively.

To take the chip tilt and the substrate warpage into consid-

eration, we can learn that hs,c is the standoff height at the

chip center, αx and αy are the chip tilt angles around x-axis

and y-axis, respectively, and hs,i is equal to

hs,i = hs,c + αxyc,i + αyxc,i − zw,i, (3)

where zw,i is the vertical displacement at (xc,i, yc,i) caused

by the substrate warpage.

Substituting (3) into (2), we have

Yv,i(hs,c, αx, αy)=1−Φ(hs,c+αxyc,i+αyxc,i−zw,i−μv,i

σv,i
). (4)

Actually, the standoff height at the center of the chip and

the chip tilt angles along x-axis and y-axis randomly vary,

and we assume that they are independent random variables.

Hence, the power bump yield becomes

Yv,i =

∫∫∫
Yv,i(hs,c, αx, αy)fhs,c(hs,c)

× fαx
(αx)fαy

(αy)dαy
dαx

dhs,c
,

(5)

where fhs,c
, fαx

, and fαy
are the density functions of standoff

height at the chip center, chip tilt angle along x-axis, and chip

tilt angle along y-axis, respectively.

After applying the first order approximation around the

means of hs,c, αx, and αy to (5), the power bump yield at

(xc,i, yc,i) can be approximated as

Yv,i = 1− Φ(
μhs,c

+ μαx
yc,i + μαy

xc,i − zw,i − μv,i

σv,i
), (6)

where μhs,c , μαx , and μαy are the means of standoff height

at the chip center, chip tilt angle along x-axis, and chip tilt

angle along y-axis, respectively.

We are going to apply (6) to find bumps which are possible

to be open defects.

B. Yield-Driven Redundant Power Bump Assignment Problem

Figures 3.(a) and (b) show the power network structure and

its equivalent circuit, respectively. Each device is modeled as

an equivalent current source, each wire segment is modeled

as an equivalent resistance, and each power bump is modeled

as a voltage source connected to an equivalent resistance in

series. We can get the following system equation of Fig. 3.(b)

by using the modified nodal analysis (MNA) technique.

Gv = i, (7)

where G is the conductance matrix, v is the nodal voltage

vector, and i is the independent source vector.

As shown in Fig. 3.(b), each device is modeled as a current

source, and, for simplicity, we call it a load. It is important that

these loads can get enough power supply to maintain the chip

working correctly. If the voltage drop at a load node is larger
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Fig. 4. Yield-driven redundant bump insertion flow.

than 0.1VDD, this load has the voltage violation problem. We

define the load yield as “the probability that a device/load

can get enough power supply and dose not have the voltage

violation problem after the packaging process.”.

The yield-driven redundant power bump assignment prob-

lem can be described as follows. Given a designed power net-

work that satisfies the IR-drop constraint without considering

the open defects of power bumps, and a power bump yield

model, the yield-driven redundant power bump assignment

problem is to insert minimum redundant bumps for satisfying

the load yield constraints and enhancing the robustness of

power network. We can formulate the above as

minimize Nr,

subject to YLi
≥ YLth, ∀ i,

(8)

where Nr is the number of added redundant bumps, YLi is the

i-th load yield, and YLth is the load yield threshold specified

by users.

III. REDUNDANT POWER BUMP INSERTION ALGORITHM

Figure 4 shows the design flow of the developed algorithm.

Given a power network design, first, we find the load voltage

contribution of each bump described in Section III-A. After

that, we utilize the voltage contribution of each bump to decide

a supported range of a load for estimating its yield. The load

yield estimation will be detailed in Section III-B.

If the worst load yield is less than a specified threshold,

we will choose the candidate of worst load yield region to

assign redundant bumps. Otherwise, we will finish the flow

and output the result. The assignment step will be described

in Section III-C, and it not only increases the worst load

yield, but also uses the maximum protection effect toward the

whole loads. Finally, we update the voltage contributions of

bumps influenced by the added bumps in Section III-D, and

re-estimate the load yields

The above steps are executed repeatedly until the load yield

constraints are satisfied.

Fig. 5. Supported range: unreliable zone.

A. Voltage Contribution of Each Bump

To calculate the voltage contribution of every bump, we

solve (7) for the given power network and record the node

voltage of each load as its reference voltage. Progressively, to

estimate the IR drop of a load induced by a failed bump and

the influenced range of supply voltage, we conduct calculation

with the following method.

First, we pick a bump, remove it from the power network,

and analyze the modified network to obtain the node voltages

of all loads. After that, for each load, we calculate the

difference between its node voltage and its reference voltage,

and call this value the voltage contribution of the removed

power bump to that load. Finally, we put the removed bump

back to the circuit. We repeat the above procedure until all

bumps have been picked. As a result, we not only obtain the

voltage contribution of each bump to each load, but also obtain

the significant influence range of each bump.

B. Load Yield Estimation

Theoretically, to exactly calculate the load yield, we need

to take all bumps into consideration, and the calculation pro-

cedure is time-consuming. Fortunately, because of the locality

characteristic of power network, we only need to consider the

bumps around that load. The load yield estimation procedure

contains two parts, the first part is taking the influence region

of bumps into calculation, and the second part is deciding how

many bumps we should include to estimate the yield of a load.

Before detailing the load yield estimation, firstly, let’s in-

troduce the concept of supported range. Each load has its own

supported range that contains two different types, unreliable
zone and reliable zone. The supported range of a load is a

unreliable zone when at least one bump’s voltage contribution

to this load is larger than its voltage budget which will be

defined in Section III-B2. Otherwise, it has a reliable zone.

Given a load having an unreliable zone, that zone is the set

of power bumps that the voltage contribution of each one to

that load is greater than a suitable threshold. The threshold

chosen will be detailed in Section III-B2. As illustrated in

Fig. 5, the bump belongs to the unreliable zone of a load

is called its supporting bump; otherwise, it is called a non-
supporting bump of that load.

1) Load yield estimation formula: Given a load and its

supported range, the formula for estimating the load yield YLi

at the i-th load is described as follows.
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a) Unreliable zone: Because the load is highly relied on its

supporting bumps, we use the following to estimate it.

YLi
=

∏
b∈Si

Yb, (9)

where Si is the supported range of the i-th load, and Yb is

the yield of power bump b that belongs to Si.
b) Reliable zone: Because the load is more robust to the open

defects of bumps and does not have any supporting bump,

we pick m power bumps which have the m maximum

voltage contributions to estimate the load yield as follows.

YLi = 1−
m∏
j=1

(1− Ybj ), (10)

where Ybj is the yield of power bump bj that has the j-th

maximum voltage contribution to the i-th load.

In our experience, m = 3 is enough for obtaining accurate

estimates.

2) Unreliable zone decision with suitable voltage thresh-
olds: After performing the procedure presented in Sec-

tion III-A to a given power network design, we calculate the

IR-drop margin at each load i, and call this value the voltage
budget at the i-th load as follows.

ΔVmax,Li = VLi − 0.9VDD, (11)

where VLi is the reference voltage at the i-th load, and 0.9VDD

is the lowest allowable operation voltage.

According to (11), if the voltage contribution of a power

bump is greater than Vmax,Li
, the defect of this bump will

definitely cause the i-th load failure. We might choose Vmax,Li

to decide the unreliable zone of the i-th load. However, since

many bumps around the load might occur defects at the same

time, these simultaneous defects are also possible to cause

the load failure, even though the voltage contribution, each

of them, is less than Vmax,Li
. To decide a suitable voltage

threshold for fitting the actual situation, we multiply Vmax,Li

by an extended coefficient ELi .

ΔVext,Li = ELi × Vmax,Li . (12)

Here, as illustrated in Fig. 5, we define the unreliable zone

of the i-th load as the region containing those bumps whose

voltage contributions to the i-th load are larger than ΔVext,Li .

We use PG1 as a test benchmark that its detail information

is shown in Table I to investigate the relation between the

extending coefficient, the accuracy of load yield estimation

(9)–(10), and the power bump yield. We sweep power bump

yields from 0.8 to 1.0, and use the Monte-Carlo method to

calculate the load yields of PG1. After that, for each case,

we find the optimized extending coefficient to minimize the

average absolute differences between the estimated load yields

by using (9)–(10) and the Monte-Carlo results.

The trend of optimized extended coefficients by varying

power bump yields is shown in Fig. 6. We discover that the

influence degree changes as the power bump yields vary. When

the power bump yields are low, the unreliable zone is wide and
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Fig. 6. The trend of extended coefficients.

Fig. 7. Choose the bump candidate in the worst average load yield region.

includes more bumps; however, when the power bump yields

are high, it is narrow. Hence, we use the following form and

the least squares fitting to fit the curve shown in Fig. 6.

EL = α× Y β
b + γ. (13)

Here, EL is the extended coefficient, and Yb is the power bump

yield. α, β, and γ are fitting constants that are equal to 0.629,

10.37, and 0.3248, respectively.

After obtaining the fitting formula (13), we can utilize it to

calculate the extended coefficient for deciding the unreliable

zone of an arbitrary load.

C. Redundant Bump Assignment

Performing the load yield estimation, we can access all load

yields so as to select the worst load yield region. If the worst

load yield is less than the load yield threshold, we will choose

a bump candidate in the worst load yield region for inserting

the redundant bump; otherwise, the design flow is finished.

Figure 7 illustrates the selecting strategy of the worst load

yield region. We divide the area where the worst load locates

into four regions, and then, estimate the average load yield

in each region. We only consider the bump candidates in

four neighborhoods to assign redundant bumps, because of

the locality characteristic of power supply network [1], [2].

Here, we choose the redundant bump candidate in the region

which has the worst average load yield to insert the redundant

bump for enhancing the robustness of power network.

D. Voltage Contribution Updating

After assigning the redundant bump, the load voltage contri-

bution around the redundant bump to each load will increase.
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Fig. 8. Voltage contributions updating after inserting a redundant bump.

Therefore, the voltage contributions of bumps need to be

updated and recalculated. Figure 8.(a) shows the node voltages

at bumps before adding a redundant bump, and Vbj is the node

voltage at the j-th bump. Figure 8.(b) shows the node voltages

at bumps after adding a redundant bump, and V
′
bj

is the node

voltage at the j-th bump. Because the locality characteristic

of power network, the voltage perturbation ΔVbj
def
= V

′
bj
−Vbj

decreases as the distance between the j-th bump and the added

bump increases. Therefore, instead of updating all bumps,

we only need to update a small quantity of bumps without

sacrificing the accuracy. We collect the bumps which satisfy

the criterion of (14) to form a updating bump set Ub. After

that, we use the same procedure shown in Section III-A to

update the voltage contribution for each bump in Ub.

V
′
bj
− Vbj

Vbj

> 0.1%. (14)

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In our experiments, the test power networks are transformed

from IBM power grid benchmarks since the original IBM

benchmarks have many voltage violation nodes due to large

IR-drops [11]. The power bumps used for power delivery are

re-placed by using the greedy method presented in [3] to

minimize the number of power bumps. There is no voltage

violation problem for each test circuit. However, any failed

bump will cause voltage violation.

The developed method is implemented in C++ language. We

use Cholesky solver in Eigen [12] for power network analysis

in our algorithm and for the Monte-Carlo verification process.

The method runs on a CentOS 6.5 Linux system with 2.1GHz

Intel Xeon processors and 128 GB of memory.

The power network information is shown in Table I, ‘Bs’

is the number of power bumps designed by the greedy

method [3], and ‘BCs’ is the number of power bump can-

didates. The minimum bump pitch is set as 250μm [4]. We

adopt the bump yield model from Ref. [10], and Table II shows

its parameters. There are three groups, and their yield ranges

are: Group-B: 99.7%∼99.9%, Group-C: 97.9%∼99.5%, and

Group-D: 84.4%∼98.6%.

To verify our method, we use the Monte-Carlo method to

calculate the power-network yield of each redundant power-

bump designed circuit. There may be multiple failure bumps in

TABLE I
POWER NETWORK INFORMATION

Ckt Size (cm2) Nodes Devices Bs BCs
PG1 0.6×0.6 2243 1516 34 576
PG2 0.7×0.7 29428 18232 187 841
PG3 0.7×0.7 629795 100185 153 841
PG4 0.7×0.7 732761 130390 29 841
PG5 0.8×0.8 307074 235794 66 870
PG6 0.8×0.8 579260 342134 155 900

TABLE II
PARAMETERS OF POWER BUMP YIELD MODEL

Group
hs,c (μm) hb (μm) αx (mrad) αy (mrad)

Mean Std. Mean Std. Mean Std. Mean Std.
B 98.0 0.43 109.19 4.25 0.017 0.22 -0.130 0.28
C 98.1 0.54 109.48 5.35 -0.290 0.29 0.098 0.25
D 99.0 0.34 109.31 7.31 0.630 0.19 0.420 0.27

each Monte-Carlo simulation, and the number of failure bumps

in one simulation depends on the bump yields of package

manufacturing process. We pull out the failure bumps and do

circuit simulation to check whether there are voltage violation

nodes. If there is no voltage violation node, the power network

is intact, and the power-network yield can be calculated as

Yckt =
nintact

Nsim
, (15)

where Yckt is the power-network yield, Nsim is the number of

Monte-Carlo simulations, and nintact is the number of intact

power networks.

Nsim is 1000 since we observe that the difference of

estimated yields is less than 0.1% after 1000 runs.

A. Accuracy of Estimated Load Yield

Since the developed algorithm assigns the redundant bump

into the worst load yield region, we focus the discussion of

load yield estimation error in the worst load yield region. Com-

pared with the Monte-Carlo method, the error of estimated

worst load yield is less than 1.44% for each test circuit, and the

results indicate that the proposed estimation method is reliable.

Assigning redundant bumps with this yield estimation method

can not only ensure that we can add power bumps in the worst

load yield region every time, but also make the additional

bump put in the right place where needs to be protected.

B. Yield Improvement of Power Network

We compare the proposed method with the single-pin failure

method [9]. Since the single-pin failure method is unable

to take the yield model into account, its redundant bump

assignment results are the same for different yield groups.

First, Table III compares redundant bumps added by both

methods for achieving the same power-network yield level.

‘RBs’ is the number of added redundant bumps, and ‘Yckt’

is the enhanced power-grid yield. ‘YLth’ is the load yield

threshold of the proposed method.

1) Group-B and Group-C: The bump yield range of Group-

B is from 99.7% to 99.9%, and that of Group-C is from 97.9%
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TABLE III
USAGE COMPARISON OF REDUNDANT POWER BUMPS

Ckt
Single-pin [9] Our method Improvement
RBs Yckt YLth RBs Yckt RBs Yckt

(%) (%) (%) (%) (%)

Group-B: 99.7% ∼ 99.9%
PG1 31 100.0 0.9990 14 100.0 54.8 0.0
PG2 121 100.0 0.9990 94 100.0 22.3 0.0
PG3 80 100.0 0.9990 46 100.0 42.5 0.0
PG4 29 100.0 0.9990 13 100.0 55.2 0.0
PG5 58 100.0 0.9985 25 100.0 56.9 0.0
PG6 75 100.0 0.9990 56 100.0 25.3 0.0

Group-C: 97.9% ∼ 99.5%
PG1 31 100.0 0.9990 17 100.0 45.2 0.0
PG2 121 99.7 0.9930 107 100.0 11.6 0.3
PG3 80 99.7 0.9990 55 100.0 31.3 0.3
PG4 29 100.0 0.9950 16 100.0 44.8 0.0
PG5 58 100.0 0.9922 28 100.0 51.7 0.0
PG6 75 100.0 0.9935 69 100.0 8.0 0.0

Group-D: 84.4% ∼ 98.6%
PG1 31 99.4 0.9900 29 99.8 6.5 0.4
PG2 121 36.2 0.9300 74 38.8 38.8 2.6
PG3 80 37.8 0.9200 45 43.6 43.8 5.8
PG4 29 99.6 0.9900 22 100.0 24.1 0.4
PG5 58 93.5 0.9600 40 96.7 31.0 3.2
PG6 75 74.0 0.9160 72 74.1 4.0 0.1

to 99.5%. Because the single-pin method can merely decide

whether a bump is broken or not, it is unable to take the

progressive yield factor into consideration. When the yield is

well, it will over design and assign too many bumps. However,

since our method is a yield-driven method, we can consider

deeply into the positions of redundant bumps and decide the

best insertion place for improving the power-network yield.

Therefore, according to Table III shows that our method can

save 42.84% and 32.09% redundant bumps in Group-B and

Group-C on average, respectively.

2) Group-D: The bump yield range of Group-D is from

84.4% to 98.6%. We adjust the load yield threshold delib-

erately to make our power-network yields be close to those

of the single-pin method. Table III shows that the proposed

method can averagely save 24.7% redundant bumps.

The load yield threshold is adjusted to make our quantities

of redundant bumps be close to those by using the single-pin

method, and the results are shown in In Table IV. It shows

that the power-network yield can be improved by 20.29% in

average. The assignment of single-pin method tends to add

bumps evenly. But in practice, the yield in some region may

be especially worst. Thus, to assign bumps evenly is incapable

of adding bumps continuously and effectively in that region.

Our algorithm has the flexibility of improving the power-

network yield to be greater than 99% for the circuits applying

Group-D, and Table V shows the results.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, we have studied the redundant power bump

insertion problem based on the bump yield model to enhance

the robustness of power network. The experimental results

have shown that the proposed method can efficiently insert

TABLE IV
POWER-NETWORK YIELD IMPROVEMENT COMPARISON WITH

SINGLE-PIN FAILURE METHOD USING YIELD GROUP-D

Ckt
Single-pin [9] Our method Improvement
RBs Yckt YLth RBs Yckt RBs Yckt

(%) (%) (%) (%) (%)
PG1 31 99.4 0.9988 31 100.0 0.0 0.6
PG2 121 36.2 0.9640 121 94.7 0.0 58.5
PG3 80 37.8 0.9970 77 89.7 3.8 51.9
PG4 29 99.6 0.9900 22 100.0 24.1 0.4
PG5 58 93.5 0.9971 58 99.8 0.0 6.3
PG6 75 74.0 0.9210 75 78.1 0.0 4.1

TABLE V
FLEXIBILITY OF THE PROPOSED METHOD

Ckt YLth RBs Yckt

PG1 0.9988 31 100.00%
PG2 0.9990 149 99.43%
PG3 0.9990 128 99.00%
PG4 0.9900 22 100.00%
PG5 0.9975 62 100.00%
PG6 0.9950 129 100.00%

redundant power bumps to improve the power-network yield.

In the future, we are going to extend the developed method to

perform the yield-driven power bump placement.
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